Securalert -RF

THE WIRELESS CALL SYSTEM

TM

EASY TO INSTALL, ONLY 3 STEPS:
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1 – Install the central
2 - Install the repeaters if required
3 – Install the fixed buttons and/or
give a wireless button to everybody
who needs it.
''Nordicom, the best wireless solution''
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Securalert -RF
TM

WHAT IT IS?

Best:

It is an alert system (transmitter) that is:
- Wireless.
- 3 to 5 times more powerful than the average
transmitter of the same type.
- Supervised (continuous verification of the
transmitters, the performance of the system and for
the detection of problems).
- Connected to receivers that can relay calls to pagers.

Choices of different centrals:
Central:
Central:

SUPERVISED AND
WIRELESS ALERT SYSTEM

16 zones

- To improve or complement existing systems.
- For specialized centers that have no wiring but wish
to install totally supervised wireless alert systems.
- For specialized centers that want to expand and
avoid the wiring of the installation

Specific Benefits:
- Incomparable power (can cover a building of four
(4) stories or more).
- Easy installation.

10 000 zones...
64 zones

- Possibility of increasing the number of
transmitters.
- Exceptional reliability due to the contant
supervision.
- Receiver (display panel) can be moved easily.

Spécifications panel display:
M900

Fixedororwireless
wirelessbuttons:
buttons:
Fixed

- 16 to 64 transmitters (alert buttons) per panel.
- Alert bell and reset button integrated to the display
panel.
- Complete supervision of the syetem (state of
transmitter battery, good functioning of the system,
detection of problems.

Spécifications computer M900:

Private
Privatepagers:
pagers:

TM - Securalert is a trade mark of Nordicom Inc

- Almost illimited number of transmitters (alert buttons)
- Graphical screen with zoom .
- Historical of the events.
- can be integratred to the computer network.
- Send alarm to pagers, emails, dry contacts,. etc...
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